
21-th All-Russian Mathematical Olympiad 1995

Fourth Round

Grade 9

First Day

1. If x andy are positive numbers, prove the inequality

x
x4 + y2 +

y
y4 + x2 ≤

1
xy

.

2. Is it possible to write 1995 different natural numbers around a circle so that the
ratio of every two adjacent numbers is a prime number?

3. Two circles with radiiR andr intersect atC andD and are tangent to a linel at
A andB. Prove that the circumradius of triangleABC does not depend on the
length of segmentAB.

4. Every side and diagonal of a regular 12-gon is colored in one of 12 given colors.
Can this be done in such a way that, for every three colors, there exist three
vertices which are connected to each other by segments of these three colors?

Second Day

5. Find all prime numbersp for which numberp2 + 11 has exactly six different
divisors (counting 1 and itself).

6. CirclesS1 andS2 with centersO1 andO2 respectively intersect atA andB. The
circle passing throughO1,O2, andA intersectsS1,S2 and lineAB again atD,
E, andC, respectively. Show thatCD = CB = CE.

7. A regular hexagon of side 5 is cut into unit equilateral triangles by lines parallel
to the sides of the hexagon. We call the vertices of these trianglesknots. If more
than half of all knots are marked, show that there exist five marked knots that lie
on a circle.

8. Can the numbers 1,2, . . . ,121 be written in the cells of an 11×11 board in such
a way that any two consecutive numbers are in adjacent cells (sharing a side),
and all perfect squares are in the same column?
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Grade 10

First Day

1. Given functionf (x) =
1

3
√

1− x3
, find f (· · · f ( f (19)) · · · )

︸ ︷︷ ︸

95

.

2. Natural numbersm andn satisfy gcd(m,n)+ lcm(m,n) = m+ n. Prove that one
of numbersm,n divides the other.

3. In an acute-angled triangleABC, the circleS with the altitudeBK as the diame-
ter intersectsAB atE andBC atF . Prove that the tangents toS atE andF meet
on the median fromB.

4. There are several equal (possibly overlapping) square-shaped napkins on a rect-
angular table, with sides parallel to the sides of the table.Prove that it is possible
to nail some of them to the table in such a way that every napkinis nailed exactly
once.

Second Day

5. Consider all quadratic functionsf (x) = ax2+bx+c with a < b and f (x) ≥ 0 for
all x. What is the smallest possible value of the expressiona+b+c

b−a ?

6. Let ABCD be a quadrilateral withAB = AD and∠ABC = ∠ADC = 90◦. Points
F andE are chosen on the respective sidesBC andCD so thatDF ⊥ AE. Prove
thatAF ⊥ BE.

7. N3 unit cubes are made into beads by drilling a hole through themalong a di-
agonal, put on a string and binded. Thus the cubes can move freely in space as
long as the vertices of two neighboring cubes (including thefirst and last one)
are touching. For whichN is it possible to build a cube of edgeN using these
cubes?

8. The streets of the city of Duzhinsk are simple polygonal lines not intersecting
each other in internal points. Each street connects two crossings and is colored
in one of three colors: white, red, or blue. At each crossing exactly three streets
meet, one of each color. A crossing is calledpositive if the streets meeting at
it are white, blue and red in counterclockwise direction, and negative otherwise.
Prove that the difference between the numbers of positive and negative crossings
is a multiple of 4.
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Grade 11

First Day

1. Problem 1 for Grade 10.

2. A planar section of a parallelepiped is a regular hexagon.Show that this paral-
lelepiped is a cube.

3. Problem 4 for Grade 9.

4. There are finitely many congruent, parallelly positionedsquares on a plane such
that among anyk +1 squares some two intersect. Show that the squares can be
divided into at most 2k− 1 nonempty groups such that all squares in the same
group have a common point.

Second Day

5. Anglesα,β ,γ satisfy the inequality sinα +sinβ +sinγ ≥ 2. Prove that cosα +
cosβ +cosγ ≤

√
5.

6. A sequencea0,a1,a2, . . . satisfiesam+n + am−n = 1
2(a2m + a2n) for all nonnega-

tive integersm,n with m ≥ n. Given thata1 = 1, finda1995.

7. CirclesS1 andS2 with centersO1 andO2 respectively intersect atA andB. Ray
O1B meetsS2 again atF , and rayO2B meetsS1 again atE. The line throughB
parallel toEF intersectsS1 andS2 again atM andN, respectively. Prove that
MN = AE + AF.

8. Problem 8 for Grade 10.
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